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PINK FLOYD To Release -The Early Years - 1965-1972- A Deluxe 27-Disc Box Set
On Friday, November 11, 2016

PARIS - NEW YORK, 31.07.2016, 08:10 Time

USPA NEWS - Pink Floyd will release 'The Early Years 1965-1972' on Friday, November 11, 2016. Pink Floyd have delved into their
vast music archive, back to the very start of their career, to produce a deluxe 27-disc boxset featuring 7 individual book-style
packages, featuring never before released material....

Pink Floyd will release 'The Early Years 1965-1972' on Friday, November 11, 2016. Pink Floyd have delved into their vast music
archive, back to the very start of their career, to produce a deluxe 27-disc boxset featuring 7 individual book-style packages, featuring
never before released material. The box set will contain TV recordings, BBC Sessions, unreleased tracks, outtakes and demos over
an incredible 12 hours, 33 mins of audio (made up of 130 tracks) and over 15 hours of video. 

Over 20 unreleased songs including 7 hours of previously unreleased live audio, plus 7 hours of rare concert footage are included,
along with meticulously produced 7" singles in replica sleeves, collectable memorabilia, feature films and new sound mixes. Previously
unreleased tracks include 1967's 'Vegetable Man' and 'In The Beechwoods' which have been newly mixed for the release.

* Unreleased demos, TV appearances and live footage from the Pink Floyd archives
* 6 volumes plus a bonus EXCLUSIVE 'Extras' package across 27 discs
* Over 20 unreleased songs including 1967's 'Vegetable Man' and 'In the Beechwoods'
* Remixed and updated versions of the music from 'Zabriskie Point'
* 7 hours of previously unreleased live audio
* 15 hours 35 mins of video including rare concert performances, interviews and 3 feature films

In addition to the deluxe set, a 2-CD highlights album 'The Early Years ““ CRE/ATION' will also be available on Friday, November 11,
2016 through Pink Floyd Records. Each individual book-style package will be released separately early in 2017, except 'BONUS
CONTINU/ATION' which is exclusive to this box set.

Source : Legacy Recordings
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